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The enveloping Lie group A = G x K. of a connected analytic homogeneous system (G, ~) 

contains a submanifold G x { I } which can be identified with G under the canonical imbedding 

In this paper, we characterize the class of homogeneous systems imbedded totally geodesically 

into their enveloping Lie groups, carrying with their canonical connections . It is shown that 

the class of symmetric homogeneous systems and that of homogeneous systems of Lie groups 

are essentially the case, among K-semisimple homogeneous systems (Theorem 4) 

Introductiom 

Let (G, n) be a connected analytic homogeneous system and A = G x K. the envelop-

ing Lie group of G at a base point e e G, where K. is the closure of the left inner mapping 

group A. in the isotropy group at e of Aut (n) (cf. [3-I]). We denote by ~~;. = T.(G) 

the tangent Lie triple algebra of (G, n) at e, ~~ the Lie algebra of A and S~; the Lie sub-

algebra of ~~ corresponding to the Lie subgroup {e} x K. (which will be identified with 

K.) of A. The pair (~~, ~) is a reductive pair of Lie algebras, that is, ~~ = R eS~: with 

[S~, ~;] c R. We eonsider the canonical imbedding j of G into A given by j(x) = (x, 1) 

for x e G. By the works of E. Cartan (e.g. [1]) it has been well-known that any 

totally geodesic submanifold of a Lie group is symmetric. In this paper, we shall 

investigate the homogeneous systems whose images under the canonical imbeddings 

are totally geodesic submanifolds in their enveloping Lie groups, and show that sym-

metric homogeneous systems and homogenous systems of Lie groups are typical ones 

with this property. The terminology in this paper will be referred to [3] 

S 1. Geoclesic homogemeous systems 

An analytic homogeneous system (G, n) is said to be geodesic if, for any two points 

x and y on any geodesic curve c of G (w. r. t. the canonical connection), the linear map 

induced from the displacement n(x, y) coincedes with the parallel displacement of 

tangent vectors, from x to y along c. A geodesic homogeneous system is said to be 

* An abstract of this article was presented at the meeting on 'Web Geometry' held at Math-

ematisches Forschungsinstitut Oberwolfach, June 10-16, 1 984 
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regular if the linear representation of the group K. on the tangent space 

at e coincides with the restricted holonomy group at e. In Proposition 8 of [3-I] it has 

been shown that a connected geodesic homogeneous system (G, n) is regular if and 

only if ~ = D(~, ~) holds, where D(~, ~) denotes the inner derivation algebra of the 

tangent Lie triple algebra ~ 

Let j : G->A=G x K. be the canonical imbedding of G into the enveloping Lie 

group A which is given by j(x) = (x, 1). Denote the group-multiplication of j(x) and 

j(y) in A by j(x)j(y) = (~(x, y), oe(x, y)). We can show that the multiplication xy = 

p(x, y) in G is given by xy = n(e, x, y) and the left inner mapping L*,y can be identified 

with the action ad oc(x, y) of the element of K. on H, by identifying G (resp. K.) with the 

submanifold j(G) (resp. Lie subgroup {e} x K.) of A (cf. [3-V]) 

THEOREM 1. A connected analytic homogeneous system (G, n) with a base point 

e is geodesic if and only if the submanlfold (G, j) of A=Gx K. with the canonical 

connection of (G, n) is totally geodesic at the identity element (e, 1) of A (w. r. t. the 

( - )-connection). 

PRooF. Assume that (G, n) is geodesic. Let c : t~'x(t), t e I c R, be a geodesic 

of G through e = x(O). Since the canonical connection of G is complete, we can assume 

that the domain I of c is the whole real numbers R . The displacement n(e, x(t)) induces 

the parallel displacement d~(e, x(t)) : T.(G)~'T*(t)(G) from e to x(t) along c. Since 

any displacement of (G, n) is an affine transformation of the canonical connection, it 

sends any geodesic into a geodesic and especially we have 

p(x(t), x(s)) = n(e, x(t), x(s)) = x(t+ s) = n(e, x(s), x(t)) . 

Also we get n(x(s), x(t+s))n(e, x(s)) = n(e, x(t+s)), for t, s e R, by comparing the 

induced linear map of both sides. These equalities imply the relation L*(t),*(') = 1. 

In fact, we can see it by the equalities L*(.),*(t) = ~(e, x(s + t))~In(e, x(s))n(e, x(t)) = 

n(x(s + t), e)n(x(s), x(s + t))n(e, x(s)) = I . Thus we can see that the image j(x(t)) = 

(x(t), 1) of the geodesic c under the canonical imbedding is a 1-parameter subgroup 

of A, that is, the submanifold (G, j) is totally geodesic at the identity (e, 1) of A 

Conversely, suppose that the stibmanifold (G, j) with the canonical connection is 

totally geodesic at the identity (e, 1) of A. Then, the 1-parameter subgroup ~(t) gener-

ated . by any X e ~ c~r=~~S~ is contained in j(G)=(G, 1). Set ~(t)=(x(t), 1) frJr 

t e R, and we get L*(t),*(') = I by (x(t + s), l)=~(t+s) = ~(t)~(s) = (,l(x(t), x(s)), oc(x(t), 

x(s))). Now, for any Yo e ~; = T.(G), Iet Y(t) = dn(e, x(t)) Yo be a vector field along 

the curve c given by x(t), t e R . By the definition of the canonical connection of 

(G, n) we have 

V Y(t) = Ihi_mo k [T(x(t), x(t+ h))-1Y(t+ h) - Y(t)] , 

where T(x(t), x(t+h)) = dn(x(t) x(t+h)) Slnce ~(e x(t)) n(x(t+h) x(t))n(e x(t+h)) 
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=L*(t+h),*(-h)=1 holds, we can show that ViY(t)=0. Hence, it follows that 
dn(e, x(t)) is the parallel displacement of vectors from e to x(t) along c. Especially, 

the curve c is a eodesic tan ent to X - d 
x(t). For any two points x(t) and x(s) on 

g g -dt o the geodesic c, dn(x(t), x(s)) = dn(e, x(s))dn(e, x(t))~1 also gives the parallel displace-

ment from x(t) to x(s) along c. Any geodesic c': t~･x'(t) through any point xo = x'(O) 

in G is obtained by c' = n(e, xo)c for some geodesic c through e = x(O). Here, n(e, xo) 

is an af~ine transformation and 'we can see that dn(x'(t), x'(s)) = dn(e, xo)dn(x(t), x(s)) 

is the parallel displacement from x'(t) to x'(s) along c', for any x'(t), x'(s) on c'. Thus, 

we can see that the homogeneous system is geodesic. q. e. d. 

S 2. Totallly geodesic imbeddiEngs imto the emveloping groups 

Let (G, n) be a cpnnected analytic homogeneous system with a base point e. In 

this section, we consider the situation where the aifinely connected manifold G can be 

imbedded under the canonical imbedding j : G ~ A as a totally geodesic submanifold of 

the enveloping Lie group A 

PROPOSITION 1. If the submamfold (G, j) with the canonical connection is a 

totally geodesic submanifold of A (w. r. t. the (-)-connection), then the subspace 

{~;0=~~5 of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~ = T.(G) of (G, n) is reduced to a Lie 

algebra, and it is an ideal of ~. Moreover, D((~;o, (~;)={O} holds. 

PRooF. It is well-known that a totally geodesic submanifold N of an afiine sym-

metric space M rs itself a symmetric space, and that the tangent space ~~: of N at a point 

e satisfies [[~~, ~f~] , ~~] c ~~ in the enveloping Lie algebra of the tangent Lie triple 

system ~t of M at e (cf. [9], [lO] ; also [1]). In our case, the enveloping Lie group A 

will be regarded as an affine symmetric space with respect to the (O)-connection. If 

the submanifold (G, j) is totally geodesic with respect to the ( - )-connection, so is it 

with respect to the (O)-connection and we have [[~5, (~], ~5] c ~ in the Lie algebra 

~~=~~S~ ofA. For any X, Y, Z e ~;, we get [X, Y] =XY+D(X, Y) and [[X, Y], Z] 

= (XY)z + D(X, Y)Z + D(XY, Z). The ~-component of [[X, Y], Z] must be zero and 

it follows that the subspace ~;0=~~ satisfies D(~o, ~) = {O} . Since ~~;~oC~~;o and 

D(R, ~o)~={O} c Ro, the subspace ~o is an ideal of ~, which is reduced to a Lie 

algebra as D(~o, ~o) = {O}. q. e. d. 

Here, Iet- us recall several results concerning symmetric homogeneous systems 

(cf. [3])･ A homogeneous system (G, ~) is symmetric if the map S* sending y into 

S.(y) = n(y, x, x) is an automorphism of (G, n) for every x. If an analytic homo-

geneous system (G, n) is symmetric, then G is an afiine symmetric space with the 

canonical connection of (G, n) and the tangent Lie triple algebra ~ is reduced to a 

Lie triple system, i.e., ~(~; = {O}. 
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PROPOSITION 2. Let (G, n) be a symmetric homogeneous system with a base 

point e. The multipication p(x, y)=n(e, x, y) at e and its left inner mappings L*,y 

satisfy the following relations : 

(1) p(x, y)~1=//(x~1, y~1). 

(2) L*,y=L.-i -i=Ly*-1=L-1 
,y , y,*. 

PRooF. Since x~1 = S.x, the relation (1) is obtained by p(x~1, y~1) = ~(e, S.x, S.y) 

= S.n(e, x, y) = p(x, y)~1. It w~s shown in [3-V] that the left ranslations L*y = 

p(x, y) have the same properties as those of homogeneous loops in S I of [2] . There-

fore, the relation (2) is proved in the same way as was shown in Lemma I .8 and (4) 

of Proposition 1.13 of [2]. q. e. d. 
We say that the homogeneous system (G, ~) is simple (resp. K-semisimple) if the 

tangent Lie triple algebra R of (G, n) is simple (resp. K-semisimple in the sense of [7]). 

The homogeneous systeln of a Lie group G is given by n(x, y, z) =yx~1z for x, y, z e G 

(cf. [3-Il]). It has the~ enveloping Lie group A = G x {1} and, of course, this can be 

identified with G under the canonical imbedding j : G->A. The tangent Lie triple 

algebra of this homogeneous system at the identity e is reduced to the Lie algebra of the 

Lie group G. 

THEOREM 2. As~ume that the homogeneous system (G, n) is simple. If the 

submanlfold (G, j) imbedded in the enveloping Lie group A=GXK. is a totally 
geodesic submamfold of A (w. r. t. the (-)-connection), then G is a symmetric homo-

geneous system unless it is a homogeneous system of a Lie group. 

PRooF. In [3-Il] we have proved that a geodesic homogeneous system is sym-

metric (resp, a homogeneous system of a Lie group) if and only if its tangent Lie triple 

algebra is reduced to a Lie triple system (resp. Lie algebra). Since G is geodesic by 

Theorem I , it is sufficient to show that the tangent Lie triple algebra ~ is reduced to 

a Lie triple system unless it is reduced to a Lie algebra. In Proposition I we have 

shown that ~0=~~; is an ideal of ~. Since ~; is assumed to be simple, ~0={O} or 

~0=~' If 

Hence we get ~o = {O} and it follows that ~ is reduced to a Lie triple system. q. e. d. 

As the converse of this theorem we have 

THEOREM 3. If an analytic homogeneous system (G, n) is symmetric, then the 

submanlfold (G, j) with the canonical connection imbedded by the ,canonical 

imbedding j: G->A is a totally geodesic submanlfold of the enveloping Lie group A. 

PRooF. Assume that ~he homogeneous system (G, n) is symmetric. We regard 

the enveloping Lie group A as an aifine symmetric space with respect to the (O)-con-

nection. Then, to prove that (G, j) is a totally geodesic submanifold of A, we firstly 
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show that j(G) = G x {1} is a symmetric subspace of the Lie group A, that is, ~~-1~ is 

contained in j(G) for any ~ = (x, l) and ~ = (y, 1) in j(G) (cf. Ch. 111 of [9]). By the 

definition of the group-multiplication in A = G x Ke' we have 

~~-1~=(x, 1)(y~1, 1)(x, 1) 

=(xy~1, L*,y-1) (x, 1) 

=(x(y~1x), L -1 L -1) 
xy ," x,y 

= (x(y~1x), Lx,y~ ILv,x) ' 

where u = L*,y-ix and v = L-1x,y~1(xy~ 1). On the other hand, we get 

~~-1~=(x, 1)(y~1x, Ly-i,x) 

= (x(y~1x), Lx,y~ ixLy-i, ~ . 

Comparing the K.-components of both expressions of ~y-1~, we have 

L -iL =L -1 L -1 v=L~;y-i(xy~1). 
x,y v,x x,y x y ,x' 

Since (G, n) is assumed to be symmetric, Proposition 2 implies 

L~,y - i = Ly,x ~ I = Ly- i,x 

and 

v = Ly - 1,*(x y~i) = Ly,x~ 1(x y~ 1) = ( yx~ 1)- I = y~ Ix 

Therefore, we have 

Lxv Ly-1*,*=Lx,y~ixLy 

However, Proposition 2 implies also that the right hand side of this equation is equal 

to the inverse of the left hand side. Set L(x, y) = Lx,y~1Ly-1x,x for x, y e G, then we 

have 

~~ -1~ = (x(y~1x), L(x, y)) 

and 

L(x, y)2 = 1. 

The automorphism L(x, y) of (G, n) is an affine transformation leaving the base point 

e fixed. Suppose that there exists a pair x and y of elements of G such that L(x, y) ~ I . 

Then, the linear transformation dL(x, y) on Te(G) satisfies dL(x, y) = - I . This is a 

contradiction, since the set {dL(x, y)lx, y e G} c {1, - 1} must be a connected subset 

of the restricted holonomy group at e. Thus, we can see that L(x, y) = I and ~~-1~ 

belongs to j(G) for any ~, ~ ej(G). From this we can see that j(G) is a totally geodesic 
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submanifold of A with respect to the (O)-connection, and so with respect to the ( - )-

connection of A . The tangent Lie triple system of this symmetric space at (e, 1) is 

the tangent space ~5 with the trilinear product [[X, Y] , Z] in the Lie algebra ~~ = R ~) S~. 

However, the tangent Lie triple algebra of (G, n) at e is reduced to a Lie triple system 

wrth D(X, Y)Z = [[X, Y] , Z] and we can see that both symmetric spaces should be 

coincident. The proof is thus completed. q. e. d. 

From this theorem combined with Theorem I , we obtain 

COROLLARY. An analytic homogeneous system (G, n) is geodesic if it is sym-

metric. 

S 3･ The case of K-semisfimpHe regular ~omogemeous systems 

From now on we assume that the homogeneous system (G, n) is regular. Then, 
the Lie algebra ~; of the Lie group K. = ;~. is just equal to the inner derivation algebra 

D(~;, ~) of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~, and the Lie algebra ~T of the enveloping 

Lle group A rs equal to the standard enveloping Lie algebra ~ ~D(~5, ~) of (i~. By 

applying the results obtained in [5] and [7] to the tangent Lie triple algebra of the 

regular homogeneous system, we can show the following 

PROPOSITION 3. Let (G, n) be a regular homogeneous system. Assume that the 

Killing form ip of the Lie algebra ~~=~~D(~;, ~) satisfies ip(~;, D(~5, ~))=0. 

Then, thefollowing (1), (2) and (3) are mutually equivalent: 

(1) (G, n) is K-semisimple. 

(2) The enveloping Lie group A = G x K* is semisimple. 

(3) The Killing-Ricci from p=cI~"~ of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~~; is 

nond egenerate. 

In [6] we have shown a decomposition theorem for simply connected regular 

homogeneous systems satisfying the conditions in the proposition above. Here, we 

will characterize a special class of those homogeneous systems in which they are de-

composed into direct products of symmetric homogeneous systems and homogeneous . 

systems of Lie groups. 

THEOREM 4. Let (G, n) be a simply connected regular analytic homogeneous 

system, A=GXK. the enveloping Lie group of G at a base point e. Then, (G, n) 

is decomposed into a direct product (Go, no) x (G1' nl) of a homogeneous' system 

(Go, no) of a semisimple Lie group Go and a K-semisimple symmetric homogeneous 

system (G1' ni) (one of them might be empty), if and only if the following three con-

ditions are satisfied: 

(1) The submamfold (G, j) of A imbedded' under the canonical imbedding 
j: G~'A is totally geodesic in A. 
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(2) The Killing form ip of the Lie algebra ~~=~e)D(~ ~) of the enveloprng 

Lie group satisfies ip((~, D(~, ~))=0. 

(3) (G, n) is K-semisimple. 

PRooF. Assume that the conditions (1), (2) and (3) are satisfied. Then, the 

Killing-Ricci form P of the tangent Lie triple algebra ~; of (G, n) is a nondegenerate 

invariant form (cf. [5]). Proposition I implies that ~0=~~f is an ideal of R satisfying 

D(~;o, ~) = {O}, under the condition (1). Let ~~fl be the orthogonal complement of 

~fo With respect to the invariant form P･ Then, ~1 is again an ideal of ~; satisfying 

(~;1(~;1={O}, and ~ is decomposed into a direct sum ~; = ~;o~~1' The restrictions 

Po and pi of p to (~;o and R I are nondegenerate Killing-Ricci forms of respective ideals. 

Now, by the theorem in [6], we can conclude that (G, n) is decomposed into a direct 

product of normal subsystems (Go, no) and (G1' nl) of (G, n) whose tangent Lie triple 

algebras are ~50 and ~1, respectively. We can easily see that each of (Gi, ni), i = O, 1, is 

geodesic. Since ~;o is reduced to a Lie algebra, po is the Killing form of the Lie alge-

bra (!~o and (Go, ~o) is a homogeneous system of a semisimple Lie group. On the other 

hand, the ideal ~1 is reduced to a Lie triple system and (G1' nl) is a K-semisimple 

symmetnc homogeneous system. In fact, by applying Proposition 3 to (G1' nl)' we 

can see that it rs K-semrsnnple 

Conversely, assume that (G, n) =(Go, no) x (G1' nl) is a direct product decom-

position of (G, n) into a homogeneous system (Go, no) of a semisimple Lie group Go 

and a K-semisimple symmetric homogeneous system (G1' ni)' The enveloping Lie 

group A = G x K. can be expressed as the direct product Ao x A1, where Ao and A1 are 

the enveloping Lie groups of Go and G1' respectively. Then, we can get the property 

(1) in the theorem. In fact, it follows from Theorem 3 that the canonical imbedding 

jl: G1~>AI is a totally geodesic imbedding into A1 and so is j : G->A, since A0= 

Go X {1}. The tangent Lie triple system ~1 of the symmetric homogeneous system G1 

satisfies ipl(

algebra ~11 = ~1eD(R1, ~1)' Hence, the Killing form c = ipo +ipl of ~~=~~0~~~i 

satisfies ip(~, D(~, ~)) = O, that is, the condition (2) is satisfied. The Killing-Ricci 

forms Pi, i = O, I , are nondegenerate and so is the Killing-Ricci form P = Po + P1 of ~ = 

~o~)~;1. By Proposition 3, (G, ~) must be K-semisimple. q. e. d 
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